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On the western frontier of Missouri in 1839, an enterprising Kentucky emigrant named Waltus Watkins (1806–84) established a rude farm that would shortly evolve into a bustling community centered on his numerous commercial ventures. As wagon paths grew into a thoroughfare linking nearby county seats, Watkins’s farmstead in Clay County became a place where neighboring farmers came to pick up their mail; where a continuous stream of kin or acquaintances from Tennessee and Kentucky paid visits; where Friday night meetings of the local debate society featured the orations of the young males in the three-county community.

Over the next two decades, Watkins developed a variety of ventures aimed at processing the yield of his flourishing agricultural pursuits. Neighbors from perhaps as far away as fifteen miles hauled their corn, logs, and livestock to his mills and barns. In turn flour, cornmeal, and lumber went home in the farm wagons or were sent to market. Then, on the eve of the Civil War, Waltus’s most imposing and opportunistic enterprise—his woolen textile factory—was created. From farflung national networks of steamboats and railroads came dyestuffs, machinery, and tons of raw wool destined for Watkins Mill. Yarn, cloth, shawls, and blankets were dispatched to customers or consigned to storekeepers within a seventy-five-mile radius. Mill workers of all ages, genders, and skill levels were drawn from industrial centers in the eastern U.S. and Europe, as well as from nearby farms. Entire families were employed at the mill, extending Watkins’s impact and influence to multiple generations.

At Watkins Mill, the habits and values associated with the rural South mingled with more modern behaviors and attitudes linked with industrial society. Rather than viewing these contrasting folkways as the source of conflict, Watkins sought to make them complementary, to blend the dynamism of the factory with his more progressive agrarian pursuits. He wanted his factory to remain in a rural setting, as a pastoral experiment. Watkins Mill was to be, in historian John Kasson’s terms, “a middle distance, between city and wilderness.” There would be no intense focus on industrialism here; no city or even town arose from this community.1

Watkins’s Jeffersonian experiment flourished for a number of years, in spite of severe political and economic challenges. The combination of Watkins’s death in 1884 and the rapid decline in the woolen industry in the Midwest at about the same time led to the mill’s eventual failure. The woolen factory was for the most part silent for the last fifteen years of the century, and the community around it slowly dwindled. The farmstead itself remained vibrant, as the Watkins offspring who remained grew acres of oats and hay, tended herds of Shorthorn cattle and milk cows, and pruned extensive orchards, all (like their father) with an eye on the market.
The story of Watkins Mill is both archetypal—Waltus, his family, associates, and employees; his westward migration; his social values; and his entrepreneurial drive represent much of nineteenth-century America—and unusual—the extent of Watkins’s enterprises and his purposeful and successful combination of agriculture and industry. Similarly, it was both a societal upsurge of interest in historic preservation and a remarkable local political effort that saved the mill and homestead for posterity.

To tell the story, this book weaves together many threads: family correspondence, business documents, church archives, newspapers, census records, archaeological evidence, folklore, oral history, and perhaps most important of all, the buildings and machines remaining at the site. Since 1964, Watkins Mill has been a Missouri State Historic Site; it is also designated as a National Historic Landmark and a National Historic Mechanical Engineering Landmark. In the words of industrial chronicler Laurence Gross, it “contains the finest collection of nineteenth-century textile machinery in situ in North America and includes the most significant textile artifacts known to survive…. The machinery and building can provide modern viewers a great deal of information about the cloth-making process and about the history of machine-building, industrial development, and the working life of the men and women who worked there.” Although the factory might now be silent, the structure and the machines are not mute. Combined with the documentary records of the Watkinses’ agricultural and industrial endeavors, they offer testimony of how the Industrial Revolution came to rural Missouri in the mid nineteenth century.
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